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Overview
The blog implementation is a “plug and play” CrownPeak module which consists of several templates
that can be fitted to the front-end comps provided by the customer. The blog functionality is very
flexible and is devised to be seamlessly integrated into any instance regardless of design.
CrownPeak subscribers that have any of the following needs, should consider leveraging the Blog:
•

Plan on publishing sorted and chronological content regularly

•

Want to leverage the CP platform as a convenient alternative to maintaining blog content on a
disparate site

•

Have marketers or authors who want to easily post content on specific topics

•

Need to organize articles by topic and/or organize them by category

•

Providing readers the ability to share content

•

Create and manage dynamic content and drive visitors to your website or product (building an
audience)Archiving older content

•

(optional) integrate with third party RSS email subscription tools such as Feedblitz

The Blog provides features that enable content teams to effectively leverage their investment in
CrownPeak to meet these challenges.

Benefits
Using the blog enables you to leverage a flexible modular blog component alongside your other
CrownPeak pages

Configuring the Blog
The Blog can be configured to support many different processes. Before starting the configuration, it is
beneficial to solidify the scope of the configuration.
•

Do you have a pre-existing blog you wish to port over to CrownPeak or are you starting your first
blog?

•

Are you seeking to grow your online audience?

•

Do you want 3rd party commenting through Disqus?

Introduction
These templates support CrownPeak’s blogging platform - which can be configured using C# API.
Standard blog implementations can include a separate workflow, so content can be approved to the site
in a less restrictive manner. A sample blog component will live in the Master Training Instance, which
can be used to import/export a blog to another instance. Ideally we will be able to have a script that can
run similar to the Dashboard tool that can create a starter Blog on the fly based on this Master Training
Instance.
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Native Blog Features
•

Feeds - atom and xml/rss

•

Archive - organized by month

•

Blog Index - List of recent post for each author, pagination handled by CMS, customizable to
different page sizes (i.e., 5 posts per page, 10 posts per page).

•

Posts - each post will include a date and time stamp captured on publish that can be overridden
if needed, will be chronological

•

Manage categories - Each post can be linked to categories that generate their own index pages

•

Manage tags - Each post can be linked to multiple tags that generate their own index page

•

Author Configuration - Manage author information such as bio, titles, and links to all author
posts, and authors also have an author-specific index page Authors create their posts in a folder
dedicated to their content.

•

Filter – the index template also filters content based on categories, tags, and authors

•

Pagination

Basic Pages
Index

Used for blog landing page and index pages filtered by author, tags, or category.

Source: CoreLogic
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Archive

Users can manually manage their archives on a yearly basis.

Source: CoreLogic

About Authors

Source: CoreLogic
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Blog Post –

Individual blog post page

Source: CoreLogic
RSS feed
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Blog Structure

Source: CoreLogic

Authors

Author Model which includes Index and Author Config files. Index will list all the author’s post. The
config allows author and admin to add bio and title information.

Source: CoreLogic
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Authors have the ability to create year sub-folders in their author folder in order to organize content by
year. This allows CMS to organize and archive content.

Source: CoreLogic

Within each year folder, authors create month folders by month number (01-12), in each month folder
author is able to create new blog posts.

Source: CoreLogic
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Tags

New tags can be created in a Taxonomy folder. Tags are available as checkbox items in the blog post
input, under the Taxonomy tab

Source: FTITechnology
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Categories

New categories can be created in the Categories folder. Categories are available as a drop-down (for
singular) or checkbox or multi-select items (for multiple) in the blog post input under the Taxonomy tab

Source: FTITechnology

Archive

User is able to create an archive folder for each year and then an archive page for each month. Based on
the date of each folder, blog posts will be included in the pages. Archives make it possible to quickly find
past posts that may have dropped off the top-100 showing on the main index pages.
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Source: CoreLogic
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About Authors

•

List author name, title, bio, photo

•

Sorting is via sorting panel rather than alphabetical.

RSS Feed

RSS feed, RSS/XML format (possible atom compatibility)
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Index

Landing page

Source: FTITechnology

Includes

Right side include is available for widgets or other modules and can be customized
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Configuring the Blog
Templates

•

Author Config – content pulled automatically into About Authors page

•

Fields: Author Name, Show/Hide from About Authors Page, Author Title, Author Short Title,
Author Company, Author image thumbnail, Author Bio (WYSIWYG)

•

About Authors- pulls Author config

•

Taxonomy - create tag and category assets that can be reused on blog posts

•

Fields: Title, Name, Image

•

Output: stores type and name

•

Blog Post - create blog post, add tags and categories as desired.

•

Fields: Page Label, Title, Sub-Title, Summary, Publish Live Date, Content Option (WYSIWYG with
optional Image, Link List, Text List)

•
•
•
•
•

Blog Index- aggregates blog posts, built by IndexBuilder function
Fields: Posts, Post Limit
Blog Archive - based on user-created archive folders
Fields: Month, Post Limit
Right widget include - category, archive, and most recent tabs
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Special Use Case – Dairy Wellness
Dairy Wellness presented the need for a much more complex Blog implementation which features a Blog
Landing Page, Category Pages, as well as Blog Post Pages. The “categories” are actually the main menu
items. Because of the flexible nature of the Blog, we were able leverage the default architecture and
customize their implementation.

Index Page is not a generic aggregation of blog posts, but features certain posts depending on certain
parameters.
Spotlight – items in blog posts that are selected to show here
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Latest – filters by category

Contributors

Featured Posts – user selected. Read – leverages Google Analytics
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Category Page also has enhanced features and filters:
•

Categories define main menu structure

•

Rotating banner of featured posts

Filter by most recent and also by additional filters assigned to each category
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Category and its sub filters
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Category and sub filter management in the blog input

Tag management in the blog input

In addition, the DairyWellness Blog includes subscription and comments, integrated with Disqus
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Google Analytics files
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Using the Blog
Once the configuration is complete, CrownPeak will conduct user training as a part of User Acceptance
testing.
CrownPeak will review the Blog in the context of the business process, confirming the proper operations
for:
•
•
•
•
•

Creating new blog posts
Proper content filtering according to author, tag, category
Social Media sharing integration
RSS Feed
Additional integrations such as subscription, Google Analytics or Twitter feed

Any issues or additional changes requested will be processed as a part of the final configuration tuning.

Once the User Acceptance Testing is completed, normal operations will commence, the configuration
project will end, and operations will be supported by CrownPeak’s Absolute Service team.
Developers who want to leverage the look and feel of the right rail tabs or font re-size will have to be
sure to port over the appropriate images, CSS, and Javascript:
•
•
•
•
•

jquery-ui-tabs.css
large.css
medium.css
styleswitcher.js
jquery-ui.min.js
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Notes and Additional Information
https://connect.crownpeak.com/documents/best-practices/crownpeakblogdocumentationpdf

Implementation Guidelines
In general, a Blog project takes about 24-40 hours to configure from a business process specification.
Gathering the business requirements may take as much as 16 hours depending on documentation levels
required. UAT and tuning the configuration may add 16 hours to an existing UAT, or may require 24
hours for a stand-alone configuration as: 8 hours of training, 16 hours of support across a 5 day UAT
window.
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